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In this paper a few coherent systems (or generation and reception of frequency shift keyed 
signals have h~n described. It is pointed out that coherent generatlon wtl1 emute mini· 
mum production of transients duting chunge Clver. A scheme is suggested for correcting 
Doppler frequency shift automotically. In the method presented, a DSB receiver is adopt. 
ed for the selection of rhe upper and the lower sldebandB of the transmitte 9" signal. 
From the experiment9.1 tesults it becomes evident mat in regnrd to the error rate discrl. 
minator preceded bv a limiter has a decisive advanttge over the one without the limiter. 
INTRODUCTION 
In frequency shift keying (FSK) the frequency of the transmitted signal 
is keyed or altered in accordance with a digital sequence obtained from 
the analogue message. In binary FSK, for example, this Involves the 
transmission of energy at two slightly different frequencies for the mark 
and the space signalling conditions. The generally accepted convention 
Is to transmit for the mark state a frequency slightly higher than that 
for the space state. Each mark and the space state has got a fixed dura-
tion. One, therefore, can write for the frequencies of these two states 
I, = I. + fl _/s and.f. = .f. - II _/s where I, and f. correspond to the fre-
quencies of the mark and the space signalling conditions respectively, spac-
ed 2/, cycles aplrt;.f, is called the deviation or shift in frequency from 
the centre frequency f. which is the arithmetic mean of the two shifted 
frequencies f, and f,. 
A possible mathematical representation for a binary FSK signal Is 
"let) = Acos[ w, ± w, J 1 ...... Type I 
or -,(f) = A/2[cos(",,1 + ~,) - cosCru,! + ~,)) 
+ x. A/2[cos(OI,t + ~,) + cos(OI,1 + ~,)] 
where the subscript k Is either 1 or 2 a~d :t is a random quantity which 
can have values either + 1 or -1. 
This shows that a binary FSK wave can be viewed as the sum of 
two steady state cosine waves given by the first term and a random com' 
ponent given by the second term in the above expression. The random 
component can be identified as a binary FSK (phase shift keyiIlg) wave 
at two c\ifferent carrier frequencies I, and fa. So far as the InteniBence 
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is concerned the power associated with the steady cosine waves is a 
waste and can be compared with the carrier power in AM. Discriminator, 
detection (analogus to envelope detection in AM.) is possible because of 
the presence of this steady component. Suppression of this power in the 
transmitter requires the Implementation of coherent detection technique 
in the receiver and in such circumstances the signal can be represented 
simply as 
e~(t) =0 X. A/2[cos(wJt + ~I) + cos(w,t + w,)] 
...... Type II 
FSK signal may be of two distingUIShing types, (i) discontinuous phase 
(SWitching between two osedlators) and (ii) continuous phase (switching 
the frequency of a single oscillator). In the former, two very stable SOUl'" 
ees at frequencies I. and f. are incorporated in the transmitter and during 
transmission either of these sources may be selected and switched on a, 
desired. In the latter, two state frequencies are derived from a single sour-
ce. The usual technique is to use digital sequence directly for frequency 
modulating a voltage controlled oscillator (VeO). Whatever be the 
technique implemented in generating, it has to be ensured that 
switching ON and OFF, either from one source to the other or the same 
to the other or the same source between two frequencies should be in-
stantaneous and the periods for build up and decay of oscillations should 
be as small as possible. Otherwise, t4ere will be overlapping intervals 
within a bit period causing unwanted interference leading to misinterpreta-
tion on faulty decision of the transmitted state in the receiver. 
The techniques of generation described in this paper give due con-
sideration to the above facts and ensure a good degree of reliability in 
the system. The bit period is chosen so as to accommodate an integral 
number of rf cycles irrespective of the state of the transmitted 
message. Switching is done at the instants when the rf voltage passes 
through zero level. The keying signal is derived from the reference source 
itself thereby the switching instants are determined a-priori. The techni-
ques employed in the present study may be classified as (i) sideband selec-
tion (iil controlled scaling, (iii) feed forward, (iv) feedback and (v) phase 
lock type, In section 2 the proposed methods of generation of FSK 
signals have been dealt with in a greater detail. 
With resaro to reception of FSK signal emphasis in the present paper 
will be on semi-coherent techniques of detection rather than on incoherent 
(or discriminator) detection. In section 3, a scheme is described for 
correcting Doppler frequency shift in which a SBPL type receiver is adopt-
ed. In section 4, various aspects of receiving FSK signal have been dis 
cussed aSBuminS the noise free 'received signal. In receivin; FSK signal 
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of the type I mentioned earlier one can either make use of single CPL 
circuit centred at the assigned carrier frequency l. or twO CPL circuits 
at the state frequenciea with 'bold' in the control circuit. For FSK 
signal of the type II one can use a SBPL circuit centred at the state 
frequenciea for the 8IIDIe. The eifects of the presence of additive noise 
and other transmission impairment have been studied in section 5. 
Experimental set-up and findings have been presented in section 6. 
COHERBNT GBNBRAnON OP FSK SIONAL \ 
Frequency sbift keying of oscillator usually produces switching tran-
sients causing undesirable sideband components. Proper selection of the i 
switching instant commensurate with the bit period, bit rate and the fre-
quencies of the two state voltages will greatly reduce these effects thereby 
cross talks on other subcarrier channels will be minimised. Elimination 
of these transients reduces frequency transition time, permitting a high 
keying rate. The work of Sunde (1959) has indicated that the special 
case in which 2/; = liT where T is the bit period has a theoretical 
advantage in that the intersymbol Interference can be suppressed 
at the sampling instants in the output of an ideal frequency detector. 
According to Bennet Ill. Rice (1963) if there is a commensurate relation· 
ship between the making, the spacing and the signalling frequencies 
such as to produce continuous pbase at the transitions, the spectral 
density varies as the inverse fourth power of frequency and if in addi-
tion the derivative of the pbase is also continuous, the spectral density 
varies as the inverse sixth power of frequencies beyond the two state 
frequencies. 
In this section we sha\1 describe dilferent techniques of generating FSK 
signals in a coherent manner. Tbe methods described can be classified 
al (i) Controlled Scaling, (ii) Sideband Selection, (iii) Feedback, (iv) Feed 
Forward and (v) Phase Lock type of generation. 
Sideband Stl«Jtirm : 
In the method referred to as sideband selection the system mainly 
consists of a carrier oscUlator (a highly stable rf source), a frequency 
diVider, a pair of balanced modulator and an adder stage. The 
keying signal and aCcordingly the shift in frequency is derived from 
the carrier sources (!o) by frequency division. A reference to figure 1 will 
mow that the output of the modulator I, may be represented by mAcos 
.. , I. C08 w~ t. The output of the modulator II may be represented by 
mAsin .. , I. sin"~ I. This can be bad by feeding the modulator II, with 
a quadrature carrier and a quadrature modulating signal and the polaritY 
reversal (i.e., ± sign) can be obtained by feeding the mod~ting signal 
\:.Ilher directly or a ph,se mverted vanion of it to the mo4ulator, The CCtIII 
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quadrature is referred here in respect of the corresponding components 
in the modulator l. The modulating signal feeding the modulator II is 
keyed between 'directly' or 'inverted' in accordance with the message to 
be transmitted. 
FIgure I. Block diagram of a coherenl ,chern. of FSK generation uSlng 
Conlrulled Scaling 
'Sideband Selection' technique. 
In the method referred to as controlled scaling use is made of a 
highly stable rf source (X-tal controlled) to derive the mark space 
frequencies and the switching over signal. Thereby the time duration 
for the mark or space signals are clocked with the reference oscillation 
and change over can occur at the scheduled instants of time. The 
heart of this system is the controlled ~caling unit. The internal logic of 
the scaling unit is altered to have two different counts for the mark and 
space states, respectively. The operation of the system is explained with a 
reference oscillator at 9,999 Kc/s, from which trigger pulses at the same rate 
are derived. The trigger pulses are fed to a selection or scaling circuit; the 
,caliRg factor by which the input pulse train arc scaled down is either 
99 or 101. Thus the selection circuit gives out 101,000 or 99,000 trigger 
pulses in a second which are ultimately converted into rectangular (or 
pulsed) voltage waveform The voltages thus obtained can be given a 
sinusoidal shape by passing through approprIate filter networks. The 
selection between 99 or 101 is done in accordance with the state of the 
tnmBge to be transmitted. The switching over signal is also derived 
from the reference oscilIation keeping in mind that change over is allowed 
at those instants of time as discussed earlier for which the generation 
of transients are limited to a minimum. 
Fe,d For'U)(Jra and Feed BlICk TecJ.n;gue8 
In controlled scaling method of FSK signal generation die internal 
logic (I.e., scaling factor) of the scaling unit is changed, whereas, in these 
ttchni~ues the 5callni factor is kept unchanged but additional pulses 
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generated from the input pulse train are added to the input and thus 
the number of pulses coming out of the scaling unit in a given time is 
changed. In feed forward technique the incoming pulse train is fed in 
parallel to a divider and the scaling unit. The other input to the sca1er 
is the output pulses from the divider which are accepted by means of • 
control circuit. In feedback type, from the output of the scaler • 
number of pulses are generated which are fed in paraUel with incoming 
pulse train to the scaler. , 
PToaae Lock T,Ipe :, 
The phase lock method of generation (figure. 2) mainly consists of j 
automatic phase control (APC) circuit, The VCO incorporated in dJ 
APe unit is locked in phase with either of the two reference inputs', 
(/, and/.) depending on the state of the message. The reference inputs 
are derived either from two very stable sources or from a single lource 
followina either of the techniques mentioned earlier. Such. system wil1 
ensure very good phase stability of the state outputs well within a bit. 
Figure 2. BID<:k diaaram or • coborent scheme o[ ESK generation using 
'Pbase Locking' tocbniqu .. 
ADOPTION OP A DSB RBCEIVER paR CORRECTING DOPPUR 
FR!RlJENCY SHIfT PaR SIGNAL RECEPTION 
The technique of sideband phase locking hIlS been dealt with ill 
detail in a prrvious commnication (Charkrabarti e' 01 1966). In this 
section we shall describe how a DSB receiver using sideband phase 
locking technique can be adopted for the reception of narrowband FS· 
keyed signal. 
E,tabUBhiflg Loc~i .. g of tke Re/erence Ca. rie,' in Ike Rer:eilJ8r 
It has been mentioned that a coherent receiver derives the 'necessary 
control1ing voltage for establishing coherence of ita local oscUlator (a 
voltage controlled type), from the received signal itself. The received 
signal may be represented for FSK modulation as Akcos (WI 1+ i), wbere 
the subscript k = 1 for the mark signalling condition and. = Z for the 
space signalling state i AI, WI, and 'I are the respective amlitude, angular 
frequency and the phase of the received signal. A reference to figure. 3 will 
thow dlit Incoming sisnal is split iDtu two cholllllcis each of which contaim 
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F;,ure 3. Block d"'llram of lb. scheme for correcting Doppler frequency 
shifl in receivIng FSK sigoal using a SBPL Iype receiver. 
a product demodulator. The demodulating carriers in the demodulators 
are derived from the same veo incorporated in the receiver but are in 
phase quadrature with each other c,(I) = Bcos (wJ + "'0) and e, = Rsin 
(wi + "'0)' The low frequency outputs accepted by means of low pass 
filters following the demodulators may be written as 
PI(I) = K cos (w,,1 + ~ - ""') 
and Q,(tl = - K sin (w,,1 + ~I - "'0) 
in the P and Q channels, respectively, for the mark Signalling condition 
and 
P,tt) = K cos (Wi - ~ + "'0) 
and Q.(I) = K sin (w"t - <Po + "'0) 
in the P and Q channels, respectively, for the space signalling conditions 
The outputs P(I)'s alld Q(t)'. are given phase shifts 9, and Da such that 
6p""Oa = rr/2. The two phase shifted outputs thus obtained are then 
added toeether or subtracted from each other to make use of the dis-
criminators follOWing the respective adder and subtractor stages. 
, I 
It is therefore clear from the above equati\Jns for P(t)'s and Q(l)'s 
that the existence of an output on addition ShoWR the presence of space 
signalling condition at that moment. On the other hand the existence of 
an output on subtraction indicates the mark state of the received signal. 
It may further be added in this context that when an output is obtained on 
addition imJilies no output on subtraction and Will! tlSl'III. 
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In the above it is tacltlv assumed that the reference carrier In the recei-
ver is in frequency svnchronlsm with the assigned carrier in the transmitt-
ed signal. In case when there Is a discrepancy between the two (i.6., !1 .. 1:!.) 
the frequency of the local oscillator can be supposed u //0 =!. ± l:J.!. ; 
entailing a frequency f b = f 4 'F l:J. I., in the mark channel output and 
a frequencY!1 = II ± [:,./., in the space channel output. It is thus seen 
that a discrepancy + l:J. f. in the frequency of the injected carrier causes a 
decrease in frequency in the mark channel output by the same amount, 
whereas, the frequency of the output in"the space channel Is increased ~y 
the same factor. The use of a voltage controlled oscUlator In the recelv~ 
enables one to circumvent the aforesaid discrepancy in frequency. TIl 
necessary controlling voltage can be obtained from a frequency discrimina 
tor operated by the outputs of the adder and subtractor stages. " 
It may be thought that if the outputs of the mark and space channels 
are applied to a discriminator of centre frequency f I the output from the 
discriminator may be used to control the frequency of the local oscillator. 
This is not possible because of an inherent ambiguity. For one must 
know which channel i. hein~ received at the moment in order to fix the 
polarity of the controlling voltage. A little thou~t will show that the 
following conditions are to be satisfied. 
Channel received 
--------.. Discrepancy in frequency Conclusion 
Mark Space 
.. --------... 
1,<1. fl>!' positive (+ M.J Reduce L. O. frequency 
fA >1. '1</. negative (- l:J./o) Increase L. O. frequency 
To get rid of the diJliculty mentioned earlier It is needed to use twO 
discriminators followed by the adder or the subtractor stages, respectively, 
in the mark and space channels. The characteristics of the discriminators 
should have the nature shown in figure 4. The outpUt8 of these two diseri-
FilUrc 4. ShoWI the required clu\racteristics'for t~ d1scr111l1a1torl. 
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IlliDators are added and used to control the frequencv of the local oscillator 
so as to decrease ,the phase discrepancy, and if possible to eliminate it. 
Rsco/l1lililm oj tho Mark afIIl Spaoe Signalling Slat", 
When locking of the demodulating carrier is established by the 
estimation channel in the receiving system, the 'low frequency outputs of 
the P and Q channels can be written as 
P,(/) = K cos (WI t + 6) 
and Q,(I) = - K sin (01/1 + 8) 
respectively for the mark signalling state of the received signal and that for 
the space state can be written as 
p,(tl = K cos (WI t + 9) 
and Q,(t) = K sin (WI I + 6), 
The outputs of the P and Q channels are fed to a low frequency dis. 
criminator which gives at its output a dc voltage in proportion to the 
frequency of irs inputs. The polarity of this voltage depends on rhe state 
of the incoming signal and gives the keying information, The demodulator 
is identiJied as the demodulation discriminator. 
DIlBi/l1l and Fabrioali07l 
In the follOWing sections we shall discuss the design and fabrication 
of 80me of the imporrant components of the reception system discussed. 
The most important components of such a reception system are the low 
frequency discriminators viz. (i) estimation d,scriminator and (ii) demodu· 
lation discriminator. The relevant points in fabricating the discriminators 
are discussed below. 
Estimation DilWfimill/llor 
Phase frequency characrerisrlc of a null network may profitably be 
utilised in building low frequency discriminiators having the desired 
ch,racteristics. A reference to figure 5 will show that it consists of a 
LeR bridge and a product circuit. The voltage that will be developed 
across RC combination can be shown to be proportional to sin , 
where , is the phase di1ference between the output voltage of the null 
network and its input. The parameters are to be so chosen as to have a 
null or zero output at a frequency equal to the shift in frequency h It is 
known thllt the mallllitude of the phase , depends on the difference of the 
frequency of the input signal with that of its null frequency and the sign of 
the phase depends on whether the input frequency is higher or lower than 
the null frequency of the network. To have the desired chatacteristic of 
the second one an additional phase shift of 180' is to be introduced to the 
signal before it is fed to t4e n"n network. 
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Figure S. Circuit diagram of the discriminator umt used in the estimation 
;cbannel together with lts frequency-voLtage characteristic. 
Demodulation Di8oriminator 
! 
A reference to figure 6 will show that the demodulation discritninat~ 
essentially consists of differentiators, multipliers and a subtractor. The I 
component parts are to be so designed as to give reliable performance at i 
a frequency .s low as 100 cis. It can be shown that the discriminator 
output is given by ± DOl,. where D takes account of all the constants 
oj •. constant of the differentiator and that of the multiplier. 
Figure 6. Circuit diagram of the discriminator unit used in the demodulation 
together with its frequency-voltage characterjstic. 
RECEPTION OF F-S KEYBD SIGNALS 
In this section we shall discuss various techniques of receiving FSK 
signals and in particular coherent scheme of detection. We consider first 
the case of noise free reception. The effects of noise will be dealt with in 
a subsequent section. The identification of the incoming state of the re-
ceived signal may be carried out using (0 incoherent (or discriminator) 
detection and (il) coherent detection. 
In the former, the receiving system consists of two identical channels, 
each channel containing a bandpass filter centred at one of the state frl:" 
quencies followed by an envelope detector. The outputs of the envelope 
detectors are subtracted from each other and the difference output Is 
sampled. The decision of the received state is made from the polarity of 
this sampled output. Performance of such a receiving system becomes 
very unpredictable and unreliable in presence of channel perturabtionl 
caused by various transmission impairments (e. g., the Doppler shift). In 
such circumstances a coherent system will have a decisive advantage and 
may be behaving quite faithfully, of ,ourse, within certain bounds, 
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Fillllre 7. Block diagram or CPL type receiving unit for the ,"c'ption of FSK signoJ. 
, 
A coherent system essentially consists of a feedback controlling loop 
which operates on the received signal (irrespective of the state) and derives 
the necessary controlling voltage for the purpose of gaining coherence and 
maintaining synchronism. In receivIng FSK signal of the t,pe I mentioned 
eadier one can make use of a single CPL circuit centred at the arithmetic 
mean of the two shifted frequencies for controlling the phase of the VCO 
automatically. But in such circumstances it is to be ensured that the loup 
bandwidth IS so adequate that the oscillator i$ able to follow up 
the change in frequency in each bit interval and attains a steady state 
within a reasonable tune compared to the bit interval. The input to 
the system IS given by Acos (OJ. + :r; OJ,) t. A reference to the figure 7 
will show that the output of the low pass filter is given by 
"d(l) = K G(8) sin (ZWd! - ~) 
This output is used to control the frequency of the VCO and to keep 
the discrepancy to a minimum. 
For small phase error 
8+ = KG(8) (:tWd! -~) 
.J. K 0(8) "'OJd' 
or, 'f' = 8" + K G(8} • 
or (x flJdt -~) = ~~. 
• B+KG(8) 
The expression for eJ(t) now changes to 
ZEG(8). OJd 
eJ(t) = 8 +K G(8) 
While receiving FSK signal of the type II using an 58PL circuit 
we refer the input to the system as 
!j(I) = :r;A (cos fIJ,t + cos OJJ). 
A reference to the figure 3 wUl show that the outputs of the P Ind Q 
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channels are given -)y 
.p(t) = x K G(s) [ cos (OJ,I - ~) + cos (w,1 + ~)l 
and eo,</) = '" K G(8) [sin (OJ,t + ~) - sin (<d, - ~)]. 
The controlling voltage in this case is given by e,(t) = < .p(t).e(!(t) > = 
Kl sin 2~. Under locked condition ~ = 0 which gives 'p(t) = 0 and 
"a(t) = K,G(8). x. sin w,t. This output is sampled at the bit interval 
where overlap is mimmum. The sampled output is then tested for the 
polarity. Keyed integration and destructive samplmg may give a still 
better result. 
In coherent detection. the bandpass filters are followed by product i\ 
demodulators with demodulating carriers in phase with either the 
assigned carrier or the state frequencies. The low frequency outputs of the ' 
demodulators are accepted by means of low pass filters following the de-
modulators. Now the decision of the received state may be made in 
either of the two ways (i) the outputs of the low pass fllters are integrated 
and sampled and the decision is made from a comparison of the mag· 
nitude of the sampled output and (Ii) the outputs of the low pass filters 
are subtracted from each other and integrated output is sampled and the 
decision is made from the polarity of the sampled output. Sampling 
ahould be done at the proper instants of time to achieve a maximuin gain 
in SNR and from this consideration it is preferreJ to choose the sam-
pling instant at the middle of the bit interval. At the two extremities 
of a bit interval there is much ambiguity in deciding exact state because 
of the interfering effect of the preceding and the follOwing bits. 
EFFECTS OF NOISE AND OTHER INTERFERENCES 
In this section We shall consider the effects of the noise in the 
reception band in causing error in decision. We shalI assume the noise 
to be additive m nature and white, gaussian in character with zero mean. 
In the ePL case the input to the system in the presence of noise 
Is given by 
e,(I) = A cos (w, ± w;)1 + n, cos w,! + n, COTco,t. 
where n, and n, are the in phase and quadrature components of the 
noise. Both n, and n, are white, gaussian independent variables. 
The output of the yeo is given by Bsin (w,1 + ~,) where the phase 
discrepancy ~, is a slowly varymg quantity. The output of the low 
pass filter is given by 
ed(t) = K [ A sin (~, 'I' Wdl) + n, sin~, + 11>1 Cos ~, I 
= K [ ('I' A sin Oldt + II, ) cos ~. + n, sin ~. J. 
An error occurs when the sample value of Asln Ol,t + nq gives 
polarity indication Opposite to that of Asin 111,1, 
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In the SBPL case the Input til the system III given by 
8,(1) = ± A [ cos ( ... + OId)1 + cos (01. - OIJ)I] + fI, cos 01.1 + ". sin",t. 
The demodulating carriers in this case are given by 
Bcos ( .. ,' + 4>.) and Bain ( .. ,I + ;.). 
The P and Q channel outputs are given by 
I1J AB [cos( .. /-;.) + cos(wJI+4>.)j + 7I,B cos Q.-7I,B sin Q; 
and I1J AB [ -Sin(Wdl-4>.) + sin(OIII+4>.)] + n,B sin r/I, + n,B cos "',J. 
The controlling voltage is given by 
SJ{I) = K sin 2; + ", II, Bcos 2", 
which shows that the effect of noise in the controlling voltage, is felt 
a6 a cross modulation term. The very appearence of the noise in this 
forID will boost up low frequency spectral density, as a consequence 
of which the states will be held up. The bandwidth occupancy of the 
output noise will also increase. This high frequency boosting up of the 
spectral density will cause a larger number of change of states. A 
reference to the product output shown in figure 8 where a PR sequence 
of length fifteen will suppOrt the statement mentioned above. 
FIgure 8. At tho bOllDm i. depicted !he product output between two peOUdD random 
sequoDCCs of I.nllb ...... (altho top) and of IeeJth fill ... (In Ibe middlc~ 
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND DISCUSSIONS 
A laboratory model of the system (transmitter and recelverl was con-
mucted and tested. Here we shall mainly discuss the principal features 
of the dUferent component units and a few experimental findings. 
A. Tra ....... ill ... 
It mainly consists of a modulator (FM oscillator) and a modulating 
.ource generating a random binary pattern. A pluedo.random (PR) 
,equence generator of length fifteen was constructed using switching 
Itan,istors (type 2N4(4). Performance of the sequence generator was satis· 
factory for switching rate upto 54 Kc/s. 
An rf oscillator at 2.0 Mcls was frequency modulated using the 
output of the sequellce generator as the keying signal. The deviation 
w., adjusted to a proper value comensurate with the repetition rate. 
ll. nerei!ler 
Dlscrillllnaror detection wa$ made 10 8~t a comparative Itlldy 
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with that of an APC type detection. In the discriminator detection 
it was tried i) with limiting and ii) without limiting cases in regard 
Figure 9. Shows the variation of Dumber of errors recorded in (i) discriminator 
detection with and without limiting and (ii) m APe type reception. 
to output SNR and error rates in presence of additive noise at the recei-
ver. APC tilter was constructed at a frequency equal to the assigned car. 
rier i.e., at 2.0 Me/s. Effect of filtering the output of the demodulator 
m regard to the output SN R and error rate was also studied. 
In measuring the error rates, the transmitted sequence was first reo 
constructed (following filtering, amplifying and hard limiting in If Schlmidt 
circuit) from the demodulated output and then the Mod-2 sum of the reco-
structed sequence and the ttansmitted sequence was sampled at the middle 
of the bit and comcidence is detected. A counter following the AND circuit 
directly counts tlle number of erroneously received bit in a given period 
(present time). In respect of discriminator detection measurements of 
errors were made for the (i) limiting and (ii) without limiting cases with 
the level of the input noise and is plotted in figure 9. The figure also 
depicts the variation of the number of erroneously received bit with 
the level of the input noise for APC type detection. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A detailed study of the experimental findings ~lucidating the prin-
cipal objectives of the work will be presented in a future communication. 
In discriminator detection 1t is observed that limiting, in general, 
improves the performance as regards the error ratc and the threshold 
SNR. The automatic phase control type of reception using carrier and 
sideband phase locking techniques is particularly suitable when the recei· 
ved signal undergoes Doppler frequency shift. When It is not possible 
to achieve phase locking in the prevailing circumstances it is hoped tlut 
differentially coherent detection, where a currently received pulse maY 
be stored and used to demodulate the pulse arriving in the next time 
510t, may be utilised with ~rofit. 
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In recording errors there are objections to the use of non-liner pro-
cessing in the Schmidt trigger. A f~ altemlltive schemes may he 
as follows. 
(al The received sequence is sampled (bipolar sampling) at Til 
The sampled put'le is multiplied with the complement of the reference 
sequence and pulses of only one polarity are accepted. 
(h) The received sequence is sampled at '1'/2 and the sampled values 
are held to reconstruct the delayed sequence. The reference sequence 
is delayed hy TIZ hy means of a shift register. Mod-Z sum of the two 
sequences thus obtained is tested for the polarity. 
(c) Both the received and the reference sequences are sampled. The 
sampled outputs are multiplied. 
(d) Received sequence and the transmitted reference sequence are 
multiplied and integrated. The integrator output is sampled at time'!', 
and tested for polarity. 
(e) Mod-Z sum of the delayed received sequence and the complement 
of transmitted sequence is tested for polarity. 
Arrangement (d) can be used for measuring both bit error and word 
error by adjusting the prf of the sampling pulse. 
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